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ABSTRACT 

We have observed the A+X- decay of the g!(ltXKI) in the production reaction 

rp-+ dp at 20 GeV. Using a calculation which takes into account the interference 

of the # with the 4770) and a Drell backgroun#, we find good evidence that 

this resonance is a radial excitation of the ~(770). The background interference 

strongly distorts the angular distributions predicted by a purely s-channel helicity 

conserving production mechanism. We measure mo = (1.55 f ~7) GeV/c* and 

ro = (0.28 -.08) +.03 GeV/c*. 



The study of radially excited g?j states provides important information about 

the QCD force, especially its long-range confining character. In particular, the 

data available about vector mesons containing heavy quarks (ci! or b8) have led 

to the formulation of long-range, confining, linear potentials modified by short- 

range effects due to one gluon exchange.r Although good information is available 

about the spectra of these @  and T states, the radial excitations of vector mesons 

composed of light quarks (zla, da, and sB) have proved difficult to measure because 

of broad decay widths and interfering backgrounds. 

We present new information about a possible radial excitation of the ~(770) 

produced in the reaction 

7P - PP’ 

I- 
(1) 

n+n- 

Unlike previous photoproduction studies2-6 of the X+X- decay mode of the $, 

this experiment has full decay acceptance, and the analysis uses an interference 

of vector mesons with a Drell background to study the amplitude variation of 

the Jp = I-a+n- system in the mass range up to 2.0 GeV/c *. 

The data used in this analysis were obtained from an experiment performed 

in the SLAC Hybrid Facility exposed to photons produced by backscattering 

laser light from a 30 GeV electron beam 7. The photon beam had a linear per 

larization of 52%, and an average energy of 19.3 GeV with a spread of 1.7 

GeV (FWHM). The photon flux was measured using an e+e- pair spectrometer 

and, independently, by a total absorption lead-scintillator counter. Produced 

charged or neutral particles (except those in a narrow forward region dominated 

bY 7 - e+e- conversions) triggered the recording of hadronic interactions. A 
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kinematic fit with three constraints was used to select the rp-’ n+?r-p events. 

Backgrounds were studied and found to be negligible after rejecting that 1.4 % 

of the events which had a better fit to rp ---) n+n-~rOp, K+K-p, or ppp. The 

data were corrected for experimental detection and selection losses as a function 

of the production and decay variables of the ?T+‘IT- system. An important feature 

of the experiment is that it has good acceptance for all decay angles of I+R- 

pairs with masses between 0.4 and 2.5 GeV/c*. 

The final data sample consists of 20908 qp-* n+a-p interactions. This 

represents a cross sect,ion of (11.1 f O.Q)pb. A small, well-isolated signal of 

A( 1232) production was observed and removed by rejecting 133 events with mpnf 

< 1.4 GeV/c2. The X+X- mass distribution of the remaining events, presented 

in Figure 1, shows that this channel is dominated by ~(770) production. We will 

briefly discuss the production and decay characteristics of the ~(770) and then 

show that a second resonance at a ?T+K- mass of 1.55 GeV/c* is required to 

describe the data. 

The cross section for the reaction rp-’ pp is known to vary slowly with center 

of mass energy and rapidly with the square of the four-momentum transferred 

(t’ = t-tmin ) from the photon to the p. The variation with ?T+?T- mass of the 

slope parameter, b, from fits of the form Aebr to the experimental distribution 

da/d?, is shown in Figure 2. We will return to a discussion of the dependence 

of b on the x+?T- mass, but note here that the slope is (7.5 f 0.2) (GeV/c)-* 

at the p mass peak. This value is typical of elastic processes, and suggests that 

the p is produced by the diffractive, vector meson dominance mechanism shown 

in Figure 3a. 

The decay angular distribut,ions a of the p in its helicity frame are shown 
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in figures 4a and 4b. As has been observed at lower energies, these angular 

distributions are consistent with p production via s-channel helicity conservation 

(SCHC) with natural spin-parity exchange. ‘pl’J1 The SCHC prediction for NT 

events is given by d*N/dcosed* = (3N~/87r) sin28 (1 + P, cos 21Ir), where 

Jr =#E - 4, 8 and 4 are the p helicity frame polar and azimuthal angles, 4~ 

is the p azimuthal production angle with respect to the electric field vector of 

the photon, and P, is the degree of linear polarization of the incident photon. 

Fitting the data to this form yields P,= 0.49 f 0.02 for t’< 0.4 (GeV/c)* and 

0.7 <m,,<0.75 GeV/c*. We expect P, = 0.52 from the backscattered laser 

beam. Therefore, near the p peak, the 7 p + pp production process is essentially 

pure SCHC. 

Away from the p peak, the data deviate from the prediction of pure diffrac- 

tive p production. This may be due to the interference of the p amplitude with 

the Drell amplitude (shown in Figure 3b), as has been suggested by S6ding1* 

and verified in several p photoproduction experiments.10~11~13~14~15@ This inter- 

ference is constructive below the p peak and destructive above, leading to the 

asymmetric 7r+7r- mass distribution shown in Figure 1 and the rapidly varying 

t’ slope shown in Figure 2. 

We used the Soding model to examine these effects more quantitatively. The 

p production amplitude was taken to be purely imaginary and proportional to 

ebt)j2.The p decay was described by a relativistic Breit-Wigner resonance with 

mass 0.769 GeV/c2 and width 0.154 GeV/c2.17 The Drell amplitude was calcu- 

lated using z p --) x p phase shift data. l8 The relative intensity of the two ?T+A- 

production amplitudes and the t’ slope b were treated as free parameters. The 

resulting predictions for the m nn and t’ distributions, normalized to the total 
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number of events, were fitted to the data. The results of this fit, with b = 

(7.0 f 0.4) (GeV/c)-*, are given by the solid curves in Figures 1, 2, 4a and 4b. 

There is good agreement with the data except in the mass range between 1.3 

and 1.8 GeV/c*, where there is a large n+n- mass enhancement above the pre- 

dicted background and a rapid increase in the t’ slope from about 1 (GeV/c)-* 

to about S(GeV/c) -*. These features strongly suggest the diffractive production 

of at least one additional resonance. 

We next modify the model by adding a second Jp= l- resonance, 4, that 

is assumed to be produced in the same diffractive, SCHC manner as the ~(770). 

Within the context of the vector meson dominance model, this amplitude repre- 

sents a sum of the two diagrams shown in Figures 3c and 3d. The free parameters 

in this extended Soding calculation are the intensity, mass, and width of the #, 

and an overall sign of the # product,ion amplitude. 

The results of this fit to the ~+n- mass distribution are shown by the dashed 

curve in Figure 1. The data are best fit by a second resonance with mo = (1.55 

f .07) GeV/c* and I’0 = (0.28 z:$!) GeV/c*. The fit also requires that the sign 

of the # production amplitude be negative relative to that of the p.‘” The model 

reproduces the observed bump in the t’ slope, as shown by the dashed curve in 

Figure 2. The decay angular distributions in the p’ mass region are shown in 

Figures 4c and 4d, as are the extended model predictions. The Drell background 

interference strongly distorts the pure SCHC prediction, and the model repro- 

duces the decay angular distributions reasonably well. We can conclude from the 

co& distribution shown in Figure 4c, that the $ is strongly aligned in the helic- 

ity frame. However, at the present statistical level, it is difficult to determine the 

extent of s-channel polarization from the 9 distribution shown in Figure 4d. We 
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also note that earlier experiments with less than full angular acceptance would 

have had difficulty correcting for losses by simply assuming da/dcose a sin28 

in the # mass region. 

We have also calculated the a(m(m,,) coefficiencies from a fit of our data 

to shperical harmonics. A comparison of these data with the extended Soding 

model shows good agreement for mnlr less than 2.0 GeV/c*. In particular, no 

A+A- partial waves with e greater than one are required in addition to those 

introduced by the Drell amplitude. 

In conclusion, we have observed a resonance with mass (1.55 f 0.07) GeV/c*, 

width (0.28 T:g) GeV/c2, and Jpc = la- in 7 p - ~+rr-p. The production 

characteristics of this state are similar to those of the ~(770). These facts suggest 

that this resonance is a radial excitation of the p(770), although we can not rule 

out a 3D1, ga meson. We find a(7 p - d P) x DR(d - a+~-)/a(~- ~(770)~) 

= (1.34&0.23)x10 -* atEr = 19.3 GeV. A future report will discuss our analysis 

of these data in more detail and include a measurement of the 4n decay of this 

resonance. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The s+n- invariant mass distribution corrected for all losses. The solid 

curve is the prediction of the Sliding model with only the ~(770) resonance. 

The dashed curve shows the effect of adding a second resonance of mass 

1.55 GeV/c* and width 0.28 GeV/c*. 

2. Variation of the four-momentum slope parameter, b, with K+~F- mass. 

The curves are Soding model predictions with one (solid curve) and two 

(dashed curve) resonances as described in the text. 

3. a) Diffractive production of the ~(770). 

b) Non-resonant n+n- production via a Drell amplitude as suggested by 

Soding. 

c) and d) Diffractive # production amplitudes. 

4. Decay angular distributions of the A+Z- system in its helicity frame. 

a) and b) are for the ~(770) mass region, .70 < mlrn < .80 GeV/c*. 

c) and d) are for the $ mass region, 1.4 < mnn < 1.8 GeV/c*. 

The pl;+ mass cut (mp,k> 1.4 GeV/c*) does not affect the co& distri- 

bution in a) but removes events with (co& 1 > 0.95 in c). The curves are 

predictions of the Sijding model as described in the text. 
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